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JAN 1, 2019 Please help: I'm trying to combine two project files into a single file using the Combine UCS Tool. The files are from two separate files. One is a DGN file that is read only, and the other is a DXF file. When the project is opened in the Combine UCS Tool, I get the following error: "The operation can not be completed because a file with the same name exists or an open file is currently being used by another process." Is there
a workaround to combine two project files? Is there a way to use the Combine UCS Tool to combine the two project files? A: Right click on your DXF document, choose 'Open With' from the menu bar, and choose 'Combine UCS' And some really long words, but in the right order: [Quote=AJaxs;207734]tewhas, how did you get into so many things (with a hint that you knew so many things already)?[/Quote] It started with with an article
I read that said you should try to find anything you wanted to learn about, even if you thought you already knew it. That's the first step: start asking your questions. After that, it's just building on that. I could never believe everything I read; there's always something else I want to know, something that I don't know. It would be nice if I had an answer for everything I saw, but that's not how I learn. I'm on the wrong track in this question: I
should be asking what sort of basic knowledge a person should have if they want to go into electronics. You're asking about a long list of topics, but also how to get into them. That's the hard part. If you wanted to get into electronics, first, you need to know what electronics is. Second, you have to know what sorts of questions to ask for it. Third, you have to know which topics you want to know about. It's not that easy.Q: WebStorm not
recognising my theme I've installed a Dark Blue theme with the "Install system-wide light and dark color scheme" option enabled from the Appearance preference pane. WebStorm isn't recognizing it though. It's using the Monaco default theme. Is 2d92ce491b
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